
Local council climate action: the framework 
 
[The following notes takes the city of Newcastle upon Tyne in the NE of England as a case study) 
 
The climate emergency as the all-important and all-pervading issue of our times.i As the Canadian 
scholar Naomi Klein has put it, “this changes everything”.ii However, the disruption of climatic patterns 
by human activity is only one indicator of a much wider malaise, a comprehensive ‘ecological ‘crunch’. 
Climate-related fires, heat waves, floods, droughts, hurricanes, and other extreme weather events are 
but one set of symptoms.iii Other manifestations of that same overall eco-crisis are equally caused by 
an unsustainably heavy human ecological footprint.iv They are not only also undermining the very 
viability of human society but also fast accelerating the extinction of non-human species.v 
Symptomatically, so-called ‘human overshoot day’ is coming earlier every year and, in 2019, it fell on 
July 29, the earliest ever.vi 

Therefore, it is vital that ‘climate-positive’ policies are ones that do not aggravate those other 
threats. More positively, we should be seeking ‘solution multipliers’, policies that solve various 
environmental, economic and social problems at the same time. Positive policies must, however, be 
formulated in the framework of the sustainable common good. They cannot be derived from the 
lowest common denominator of demands made by various lobbies, especially those with a vested 
interest in what is clearly an unsustainable status quo. 

Furthermore, the package of policies must be proportionate to the scale and urgency of the 
crisis. Measures that will take, say, 30 years (ie a 2050 deadline) will fatally amount to far too little far 
too late. We must also work with readily available technologies, ones already deployed or that can be 
quickly put in place. It is dangerous to assume technological breakthroughs lie ‘just around the corner’ 
or place faith on technologies whose safety and viability on a sufficient scale have not been 
demonstrated.  

The critical challenge is, in any case, demand reduction, using less land, energy and material 
resources, not just switching to alternative sources of supply to match current patterns of demand. 
There is no way, for example, renewable energy sources can power today’s levels of energy 
consumption. But, equally, there is no possibility that sufficient nuclear reactors could be built in time 
to replace even a small percentage of current fossil fuel power stations (assuming that all the 
intractable downsides of nuclear energy could be magically solved!). 

Similarly, electric vehicles cannot sustainably replace today’s enormous fleets of cars, buses, 
vans and lorries.vii There is a good case for some electrification but electric cars-for-all is an 
unsustainable fantasy.viii Just reducing the number of private cars, however powered is far from 
enough as the London experience shows.ix Likewise, local airports cannot be made more ‘climate-
friendly’ by delusions about electric aeroplanes that are going to come flying to the rescue. 

All the above points underline another consideration. It is that the goals of ‘decarbonisation’ 
and ‘low carbon economy’ are very far from enough. In fact, some measures under those headings 
would make the overall ecological emergency worse, not least large-scale ‘biofuel’ monocultures and 
big dams for hydroelectricity. Then there are the technologies wrongly called ‘no-carbon’ or ‘low-
carbon’ but, when assessed as an entire fuel cycle and when scaled up to make a meaningful impact, 
they are in fact far from so benign in carbon terms.x  

There is, indeed, more to the climate crisis alone than just excessive carbon emissions. There 
are other potent greenhouse gases such as methane and nitrous oxide. They must be radically cut as 
well. Moreover, the protection of ‘balancing’ sinks such as forest cover and wetlands is just as critical 
as measures to cut all forms of excess emissions. It is also worth stressing that many of the latter come 
not from transport, industry and domestic energy consumption but from farming and food production 
(one reason why food and diet figure in our proposals below). 

Furthermore, climate plans cannot be based on the delusion that the so-called ‘knowledge 
economy’ (aka ‘information society’) is inherently more sustainable than the old ‘smokestack’ 



economy bequeathed by the first Industrial Revolution. The ‘hardware’ of what is also talked about in 
terms of the ‘new economy’, ‘smart cities’,xi ‘sunrise industries’, and even a ‘new industrial revolution’ 
is a voracious consumer of energy, plastic and core minerals such as rare earths. Its buildings still 
consume physical space. It is also an increasingly significant generator of CO2 emissions and other 
forms of pollution, not least of local waterways. ‘E-waste’ is a fast growing problem too.xii The ‘digital 
revolution’ is no smart fix. xiii 

Often assumed in some climate plans is the notion of ‘decoupling’, namely that there can be 
on-going economic growth (ie expansion in physical goods and services) without corresponding 
increases in ecological costs, including extra GHG emissions. It is another myth.xiv There may be scope 
for some relative savings in selected cases. But, beyond a quickly reached point, more physical growth 
must mean more unsustainable impacts: it is a very basic physical fact of life.xv Thus, for example, that 
gains in vehicle efficiency has been offset by growth in car usage and distances travelled, the latter 
particularly related to comparatively low density urban sprawl. Similarly, we need to assess critically 
positive sounding solutions, not least ‘energy-from-waste’ (a blatant touch of green gloss to make the 
actual process of ‘incineration’ sound more appealing).xvi 

The dynamic of positive feedback (the ‘rebound effect’) also means that growth must cease 
to be the goal. xvii Such effects simply cancel out efficiency and other gains. Instead, we need to think 
of ‘steady-state’ economics, working within biophysical and social limits to growth, ones, as noted 
above, have already been transgressed. xviii The concept of ‘economic development’ must, therefore, 
be radically rethought in terms other than more overall physical growth. [Within such an overall 
ecological budget, one can have some growth in certain sectors, providing it is balanced by degrowth 
elsewhere] 

The starting point of all council strategies, not just a climate action plan, must be a sustainable 
city ‘footprint’, not just in terms of CO2 emissions but all impacts on ecological systems, as researched 
by the Footprints network and others who really do take sustainability seriously.xix Only then, can we 
see what is durable and can sustainably underwrite desiderata such as housing, social care or 
recreational provision. 

On Track 
We must have sufficiently high ambitions, ones set by the science, not by perceptions of what is 
supposedly ‘realistic’ at any moment. The likely costs of failures utterly exceed those of any disruption 
and foregone activity in achieving the necessary targets. However, we should not become distracted 
by what is sometimes called ‘target culture’.xx Sometimes, there can be bidding wars to propose 
seemingly worthy targets. Yet it is empty ‘grandstanding’ without serious commitment and allocated 
resources to meet them. Indeed, there is a long history of headline-grabbing target-setting, targets 
then missed with no recognition of the failure or discreditable attempts to gloss over it.xxi Target 
culture quickly degenerates to a pointless and sometimes counter-productive ‘tickbox’ exercice.xxii 

Worse, there can be false accounting that distorts what targets are set and whether they have 
been delivered. xxiii Two forms of false accounting must be particularly avoided. The first leaves out 
some key sector in a city’s climate accounting, commonly a local airport.xxiv [Nationally, the worst case 
is the military] The second ignores the climate impacts of all the goods and services that are imported, 
especially items such as foodstuffs and other products that are transported from distant countries, 
sometimes the other side of the world. 

Of course, it is useful to have some targets and deadlines with which to test whether progress 
is being made on sufficient scale and at sufficient speed. But, as a climate scientist recently observed 
during a BBC Radio 4 interview, every day is the deadline. We cannot emphasise too much the severity 
of the climate emergency and the urgency of commensurate action at all levels. We need a mindset 
that recognises that the threat from global overheating and other forms of ecological breakdown is 
the equivalent of a wartime emergency, with all that means in terms of urgent and comprehensive 
efforts at all levels. 

It must be stressed at this point that the so-called ‘voluntary approach’ has comprehensively 
failed.xxv ‘Nudging’ is similarly not enough. Time and again, standards do not rise while unsustainable 



production and consumption continue largely unchanged.xxvi Often, we will need mixtures of ‘sticks’ 
and ‘carrots’. Of course, the more congenial the change the more likely is its acceptance. The accepted 
it is, the more likely it will ‘stick’ (unlike, say, ‘Prohibition’ in the USA!) 

It should be remembered, however, that some options that are currently attractive (the 
private motor car, aviation, on-line shopping, meat eating, etc) are often appealing because they are 
subsidised and/or are no required to pay for the damage they create. Some governments are even 
offering baby bonuses and other support to boost population levels. An internalisation of such 
‘externalities’ and a switch in subsidies from unsustainable activities to sustainable ones would have 
a major impact in terms of facilitating the desired changes.xxvii 

Better research and monitoring clearly help. Yet the real challenge is speedy action, not more 
data. Clearly, we benefit from a robust evidence base. Yet even the best information is not substitute 
for sound goals and policies. Both depend in turn upon political will and a proper sense of moral duties, 
not just to other peoples but also to other species. 

Sometimes, however the evidence is overwhelming. Anthropogenic climate breakdown is a 
demonstrably true description of reality: there is no need to call for more facts. Of course, there are 
sometimes ‘grey areas’ , not least timescales, where there are real uncertainties. Then there are real 
problems in comparing different ‘carbon footprints’. Despite real advances in measurement,xxviii 
sometimes it is a matter of comparing chalk and cheese. There are further difficulties in weighing, a 
policy for carbon reduction option against one that cuts, say, neodymium pollution.xxix At the very 
least, we must be honest about all downsides and trade-offs, even if precise measurement comparing 
options remains elusive. 

Fortunately, in many cases, there are solution multipliers so there will be benefits even if 
certain dangers turn out to be exaggerated or non-existence. Overall,  the wise course is to take radical 
action now. Apart from obvious ‘low hanging fruit’ such as home insulation, we should focus on the 
‘weakest link’, where the threat is greatest.  

We would also reject false dichotomies, not least between private lifestyle change and 
changes in public policy. One could and should reflect and encourage the other. Despite obvious 
constraints on what individuals can do (it is hard to use buses if there is no service or if the fares are 
beyond one’s means!), most people still have considerable choice in many aspects of how they lead 
their lives. 

Indeed, many ‘climate-friendly’ lifestyle changes can, at the same time, lead to beneficial 
improvements in personal health in particular and, in some cases, even save money, especially on the 
longer term. The benign effects can be contagious.xxx We can create not only a much more resilient 
society but also a far fairer one. But public policy can make it very much easier and more attractive to 
make those choices. It can also ensure that the costs of the transition are shared fairly, not least by 
helping the most vulnerable to cope. 

New Leaf 
To prevent repetition of past mistakes, there must also be honest accounting of misguided policies 
and goals. In the case of Newcastle city council, they include the biggest ‘grabs’ in the whole country 
of Green Belt land for greenfield site developments on the edge of the city. The city’s development 
plans, specifically the ‘One Core Strategy’, have encouraged large-scale sprawl coving former 
greenfield sites and characterised by new estates that are largely car dependent.xxxi The dominant 
building standards and site layouts have been inadequate when set against best practice.xxxii 

Other mistakes include large scale tree felling at Woolsington Woods, Fenham allotments and 
elsewhere as well as a failure to make the most in ecological terms of the city’s surviving green spaces. 
Newcastle was, of course, infamously shamed as the UK’s ‘tree-felling’ capital.xxxiii The handing over of 
city parks to a Trust casts a shadow over how sustainably they will be managed in the future. It seems 
that short-term commercial goals could seriously undermine the role they could and should play as 
critical ‘green infrastructure’. 

Then there have been rather token gestures such as the ‘moss wall’ in Barras Bridge. For a lot 
less cost and without plastics, trees (some felled a few years ago, just around the corner in St Mary’s 



Place) also absorb pollution but, critically, play many other ecological functions as well. They are also 
somewhat more beautiful. 

Council administrations have routinely pursued out-dated notions of developments in terms 
of new shopping malls and office complexes, plus tourist spectacles. There has also been a rash of 
grandiose road schemes, actual and proposed, the latter typified by the original plan for the Blue 
House roundabout, south of Gosforth. They have been accompanied by a fetish of creating ‘smooth’ 
traffic flows. Yet it is a goal, like the creation of more road space or parking provision, that will only 
‘induce’ more traffic recreating the original problem as well as increasing carbon emissions.xxxiv 

Current schemes — widening of the A1, the expansion plans at Newcastle airport, the rash of 
car-dependent housing estates on the northern and western edges of the city,xxxv plans for the East 
Pilgrim Street Quadrant, ‘Alive After Five’ free car parking,xxxvi the ‘Whey Aye’ Wheel and more— will 
have to be abandoned or, at the very least, radically revised. Generally, Newcastle City Council has 
fallen well behind other UK cities in terms of addressing the climate emergency and questions have 
to be asked how that came about.xxxvii 

The council has made much of social justice goals. For example, its website states “equality is 
at the heart of our vision and values”. The development of a climate action plan will require a radical 
rethink of what ‘social justice’ and similar notions mean. It may be some sort of equality if, for 
example, Newcastle were to achieve the same level of car ownership and the same percentage of, 
say, SUVs as the richest localities in the country but It would not be sustainable fairness. Attainment 
of, say typical Californian consumption patterns  might be ‘egalitarian’ but it would lead to the equality 
of the grave since it would destroy the Earth’s life-support systems.  

Yet there are also real opportunities in areas such as the Forth Yardsxxxviii for truly innovative 
and climate-positive schemes. Some individual council policies and plans such as cycling promotion 
and Blackett Street pedestrianisation also represent good starts that can be built upon. The pavement, 
pedestrian crossings and road layout changes at Barras Bridge are another real improvement.xxxix 
Greens back more pedestrianisation, though other measures must be place to ensure good access for 
the less mobile.xl We welcome the District Energy project at the Helix, while the existence of the Metro 
system and still functioning local railway lines (eg Newcastle-Ashington and the East Washington loop) 
are major assets to build upon. The conversion of the empty Eagle Star office block at the Regent 
Centre to flats also points to another way forward.xli The planting scheme outside the nearby Gosforth 
Civil Hall shows what can be done when there is the will, as does the remarkable transformation of 
Newcastle University campus.xlii 

Finally, there is little value of adopting worthwhile measures if they are cancelled out by other 
policies being pursued by the council. Critical here are the notions that guide policies on ‘economic 
development’. We note that many government department, local and national, are still dominated by 
a mindset of ‘growthism’, the more growth (be it in terms of population, per capita consumption, or 
turnover) the better.xliii We have to learn to live well but within limits, with an ethos of ‘enoughness’, 
rather than ‘moreness’.  

Council powers 
Councils have, of course, been very hamstrung by the removal of certain powers, by severe financial 
problems and by general resource shortages, including personnel. Any climate plan must also be 
mindful of statutory obligations that councils must honour. Furthermore, circumstances sometimes 
push councils to compete against other neighbouring councils, not least for customer footfall and 
council tax paying residents, leading to policies that contradict climate and other sustainability goals. 
In some cases, nothing will change until council finances are put on a more sustainable basis (eg Land 
Value Tax). 

We recognise, then, various constraints on council action. In some cases, the following 
proposals concern specific actions the council could and should take. In others, we recognise that 
substantial changes would be necessary to the legal and fiscal framework before certain large-scale 
actions could be undertaken. The National Planning Policy Framework is but one major barrier to 



sustainable local (re)development, given that it is tantamount to a charter for suburban sprawl, to the 
considerable profit of the volume builders. 

So too is the road-building mindset of the Highways Agency. Local enterprise partnerships are 
also dominated by a bias towards physical economic growth at the expense of real sustainability and 
resilience. A national government obsession with the “Golden Triangle” of London, Cambridge and 
Oxford further stymies the rebuilding of the economy of Newcastle and other northern cities. 

A further barrier is the present pattern of land ownership, including ‘land banks’ acquired by 
certain organisations and the ownership of local land by individuals and institutions located a long 
distance away from the city such as Taras Properties (owned by the billionaire Reuben Brothers) and 
INTU Properties. As in other cities, former public spaces have become private property as a result.xliv 
The long-term interests of the city and local people are not necessarily at the heart of such bodies. 

That said, there are numerous Act and Directives that do empower councils. Councils are not 
helpless. The diversity of responses from different councils, all constrained by similar forces, shows 
that council ‘hands’ are not tied. Moreover, national government policy still provides a basis for a 
much higher set of ambitions and actions. [See Appendix One] 

Furthermore, Newcastle city council can work with other councils to lobby parliament and 
national government for necessary reforms. That said, councils still retain considerable scope to put 
their own ‘house’ in order, setting a good example (actions regarding council properties, etc) as well 
as encouraging positive change across local organisations and amongst residents of the city by sheer 
exhortation. 

Councils are, of course, constrained by public opinion and the mandate they are given at 
election time. However, councils also have wider and longer-term responsibilities that go beyond the 
current balance of local opinion (often divided and, in any case, changing) and the election cycle. The 
issue is leadership. That is why we put public engagement at the top of our focal points below. 

We argue that councils have to give a lead building a critical mass of support for the desired 
changes. Few plans are likely to please everyone and, often, schemes that are initially unpopular 
become accepted as right and proper (there are many examples from the field of health promotion 
and road safety, for example). 

There will be unavoidable inconvenience and perhaps serious disruption, including, perhaps, 
some short-term job losses (though with longer term major gains). For that reason, our final proposal 
concerns the launch of a ‘transition fund’ to help specific businesses and households that are 
particularly adversely affected. Obviously, there would have to be robust criteria as well as real 
transparency and accountability regarding its allocation of financial support. 

All the time, it must be remembered that there will be no human communities, let alone jobs, 
on a planet suffering runaway global overheating, on what David Wallace-Wells has called “the 
uninhabitable Earth”.xlv But, as all the exemplars of a better way cited in this paper evidence, there is 
a wealth of possibilities through which to build a sustainable and resilient society. If other cities can 
do to take bold steps, so can Newcastle. 

There are three overarching themes 

1. Prevention, attempting to reduce the pressures creating climate breakdown and, as possible, 
other ecological crises at the same times; 

2. Adaptation, accepting that significant deterioration has already taken place and more is likely in 
the near future, with a consequent need to enable the city of Newcastle to cope as best possible 
with those changes; 

3. Regeneration: promoting reuse, repair, recycling, restoration, and overall renewal, including, in 
the case of biodiversity, measures of so-called ‘rewilding’.  

In one word: resilience. 
 



Some statutory platforms as the basis for action 
Several barriers have been noted above. There is, for example, the current government’s ‘Clean 
Growth Strategy’. Before that there was the 2008 Climate Change Act. The 2004 Planning Act 
(amended 208) required local councils to contribute to the prevention and mitigation of climate 
change (the innocuous term popular at the time). 
Newcastle has suffered from significant flooding events, the occurrence of which can be related to 
climate. The 2010 Flood and Water Management Act requires	 due consideration of flood risks.	
Planning at a neighbourhood level has become more significant since the 2011 Localism Act and the 
2017 Neighbourhood Planning Act, opening the door to action at that level on matters such as energy 
and ‘green infrastructure’.  
Such platforms go well beyond the planning system per se. Thus the 2012 Health and Social Care Act 
created responsibilities regarding public health, something very much at risk from climate breakdown 
(heat waves, floods, fires, increased incidence of respiratory diseases spread of new diseases, power 
failures, increased mental stress. It is not clear post-Brexit what will be the status of EU directives but, 
to date, they have set legally binding limits with regards to air pollution. The Energy Act of 2016 set 
minimum energy standards for the private rented sector which councils are obligated to enforce. 
It is beholden for local councils who take their responsibilities seriously to act upon such legal duties  
The planning framework for local government action is outlined here: 
https://www.tcpa.org.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=fd66dbe5-2b88-4acf-b927-256a82db9abe  
 

Appendix Two: Some sample city action plans 
Vancouver, Canada: https://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver/climate-emergency-response.aspx 
Portland, USA: https://beta.portland.gov/climate-action/history-and-key-documents-climate-
planning-and-action-portland  
New York City, USA: https://onenyc.cityofnewyork.us  
Minneapolis, USA: https://minneapolis2040.com/goals/climate-change-resilience/  
San Francisco, USA: 
https://sfenvironment.org/sites/default/files/fliers/files/sfe_focus_2030_report_july2019.pdf 
Barcelona, Spain: https://www.c40knowledgehub.org/s/article/Barcelona-s-Climate-Action-Plan-
2018-2030?language=en_US  
Paris, France: https://cdn.paris.fr/paris/2019/07/24/1a706797eac9982aec6b767c56449240.pdf See 
also: https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2020/01/paris-municipal-election-anne-hidalgo-
green-proposal-
housing/604975/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TheAtla
nticCities+%28CityLab%29&utm_content=FeedBurner  
Reykjavik, Iceland: 
https://reykjavik.is/sites/default/files/reykjavik_action_plan_carbon_neutral_by_2040_2.pdf  
 
It might be noted how often American cities feature in the vanguard of climate action. They are, of 
course, sited in a country whose national political leadership is, at the time of writing,  rather hostile 
to such measures, surely an inspiring example of what can still be done in discouraging circumstances 
 
Some other ones can be found here: 
https://www.theclimatemobilization.org/climate-emergency-campaign  
https://www.cdp.net/en/cities/cities-scores  
https://www.c2es.org/content/city-climate-policy/  
 



There is a good digest of local government activity in Finland here 
http://www.hiilineutraalisuomi.fi/en-US/Canemure/Subprojects/Subprojects(50143)  
 
Scotland seems to be generally ahead of England: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-51191239  
 
Some English examples: 
http://www.nottinghamcity.gov.uk/cn2028  
https://www.stroud.gov.uk/news-archive/here-is-how-stroud-district-council-is-working-towards-a-
carbon-neutral-district-by-2030 
https://www.oxford.gov.uk/info/20062/carbon_reduction_and_energy_saving  
https://www.warwickdc.gov.uk/info/20468/sustainability_and_climate_change/1437/climate_emer
gency_declaration  
 
Focal points 
 
These can be broken down into a number of areas, roughly matching council roles in England: 

1. Public awareness-raising and engagement; 

2. School education; 

3. Transport: private vehicles, delivery vans, taxis, public transport, parking, street lighting; 

4. Energy; 

5. Waste management and recycling; 

6. Land Use Planning and development control, including flood prevention; 

7. Housing: standards, location and site design; 

8. City Centre redevelopment plans; 

9. Neighbourhoods and suburban ‘retrofitting’; 

10. Social services; 

11. Food and diet; 

12. Green spaces, including tree cover; 

13. Council tax and business rates; 

14. Trading Standards purchasing policy, pension funds and investment. 

15. Local governance: a Council climate commission 



  



Some possible initiatives 

1. A workplace parking levy, partly with aim of funding some of following proposals 
(‘106’ monies may be another source as well as upwards revision of out-of-date council tax 
bands); 

2. Electric ‘shuttle carts’ in city centres, more of which should be pedestrianised; 

3. More bus priority lanes and prioritisation of buses at traffic lights; 

4. Progressive electrification of taxi fleets; 

5. Abandonment of inducements to drive (eg free car parking), replaced by free bus rides to city 
centre after 18.30; 

6. A modest flat fare for all bus rides within city boundary, apart from special deals for senior 
citizens and teenagers; 

7. Work with other councils to reopen unused / underused railway lines for passenger traffic as 
soon as feasible (eg Newcastle-Ashington in  NE England); 

8. Reorientation of large-scale inner city developments for mainly car-free Passivhaus standard 
social housing; 

9. No more building on greenfield sites within city boundary beyond what has already been 
started, with major focus on brownfield site revitalisation and adaptation of unused and under-
used buildings for accommodation instead; 

10. Major ‘buffer zones’ around local nature reserves and other key wildlife habitats; 

11. Major tree planting, with ecologically appropriate species, and general ‘revegetation’ 
programme, including far more ‘green walls’; 

12. Encouragement of community renewable energy cooperatives and creation of a council-owned 
energy company, including renewables and energy conservation programmes on council 
properties. To include district heating schemes as well as PV installations and insulation 
schemes; 

13. Commissioning of a study of potential for tram route(s); 

14. Divestment of council funds from fossil fuel businesses; 

15. Formation of a special council climate emergency department, headed by a senior councillor, 
with regular slot on the agenda of full council meetings to report on progress. 

  



 

Endnotes 

i Of the overwhelming evidence of the reality of dangerous human-caused global overheating perhaps the most telling is 
the record height of ocean temperatures . See https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jan/13/ocean-
temperatures-hit-record-high-as-rate-of-heating-accelerates  
ii https://thischangeseverything.org   
iii https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jan/13/ocean-temperatures-hit-record-high-as-rate-of-heating-
accelerates ;  https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/climate-crisis-decade-warmest-science-weather-el-nino-
a9284746.html ; https://www.wri.org/blog/2019/12/6-ways-climate-changed-over-past-decade ;  
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/jan/15/climate-crisis-environment-top-five-places-world-economic-forum-
risks-report  
iv https://www.footprintnetwork.org/our-work/ecological-footprint/  
v They include: ocean acidification, overfishing, soil erosion, draining of underground aquifers, ‘plastification’, 
deforestation, draining of wetlands, disruption of river systems by dam construction, air pollution, water pollution, soil 
contamination, general devegetation and loss of porous surfaces, coming ‘peaks’ in the affordable and ready supply of key 
minerals (arguably,  so-called ‘peak phosphorus’ could negatively impact before ‘peak oil’, badly hitting food production, 
while limits to the supply of key rare earths will limits battery production and the use of electric vehicles,  computers and 
other smart’ equipment such as phones. The loss of insect species’, so-called ‘insectageddon’, might even be more 
catastrophic than climate emergency. The growing number of ‘dead zones’ in waters such as the Gulf of Mexico stem more 
from fertiliser pollution than CO2 emissions, though, of course, another ‘greenhouse gas, NO2, is produced by such 
chemical applications. 
All these planetary ‘sicknesses;’ on top of  global overheating interact with what may be the biggest crisis of all, the 
breakdown of biodiversity, the so-called ‘sixth extinction’, to which specific activities such as poaching add their toll. 
Whatever the terrible risks to people from climate change in the future, air pollution already causes 64,000 early deaths in 
the UK every year, far more than previously feared, according to the latest research 
(https://www.mpg.de/12823232/polluted-air-shortens-the-lifespan-of-europeans-by-about-two-years)  
vi https://www.overshootday.org/newsroom/press-release-june-2019-english/  
vii At the end of 2018, there were 38.2 million vehicles licensed for use on roads in Great Britain 
(https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/800502/vehicle-
licensing-statistics-2018.pdf ) 
viii Electric vehicles do not solve many problems with cars, vans, lorries and buses: enormous land take by roads and 
associated infrastructure, likely limits to renewable energy electricity supply, air pollution from tyres and brakes, 'cobalt 
cliff' and other resource issues, on-going direct risks to cyclists and pedestrians etc) 
 eghttps://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-49759626?fbclid=IwAR3-elmBCJj6QZ8hjX6X6z73NZ-
MuATw2SHv43e9rWpu3e4Tg_kdc5VfPcw ; https://www.treehugger.com/cars/why-electric-cars-wont-save-us-there-are-
not-enough-resources-build-them.html ; https://www.nhm.ac.uk/press-office/press-releases/leading-scientists-set-out-
resource-challenge-of-meeting-net-
zer.html?fbclid=IwAR0mGZeYjQQmnCXb8KXX4ZIamX31aqvanHK7kd4GavwCh0WxHFLdSMSYoVU ; 
https://www.dw.com/en/the-true-cost-of-electric-cars/av-46457917?fbclid=IwAR0pwnyCq-
RAmwEl_3wDJgncyHva5EbE4cyYKtESwOJEsDNSnMvbZVPoPzI ; https://www.treehugger.com/urban-design/teslas-parking-
lot-shows-cars-are-cars-whatever-under-
hood.html?fbclid=IwAR0Ad1DTIZd6vubsXBJGtsQkQlt7r3gVOLqSHLvFuZqk63r0hLCnFgB8uoA ;  
https://www.anthropocenemagazine.org/2019/04/how-more-evs-will-affect-air-quality/  
There are equity issues too eg 
https://www.realclearenergy.org/articles/2019/02/12/ev_subsidies_funnel_taxpayer_money_to_the_rich_110392.html  
ix https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2020/feb/11/how-london-got-rid-of-private-cars-and-grew-more-congested-
than-ever  
x Nuclear energy is quite wrongly called ‘carbon-neutral, for example. It is dependent on fossil fuel at several stages of its 
life cycle, most of all transportation from one stage to another. 
xi https://amp.theguardian.com/cities/2020/jan/15/the-case-for-making-low-tech-dumb-cities-instead-of-smart-
ones?fbclid=IwAR2rZymSOyphyaTeJJXuYUsA4e3Fws3XyZ7wOah3KHN5ZquOyzDFtZHUcmM ;  
https://www.fastcompany.com/90416413/every-city-wants-to-be-smart-not-all-of-them-are-
succeeding?fbclid=IwAR3k6tdfMUkIrYijCFGxG4n1YJuf1H3RVUPyyKXaEaavwLWLt-EW_gEHrjk  
xii https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Climate-Change/Documents/GEM%202017/Global-E-waste%20Monitor%202017%20.pdf  
xiii https://www.resilience.org/stories/2020-01-07/the-invisible-and-growing-ecological-footprint-of-digital-
technology/?fbclid=IwAR3zGArFDADFKBN8_aGBjF-6YWfCpOMB2qC6TDjtJbTPcuPlGXXnxIobI50; 
https://www.insidescandinavianbusiness.com/article.php?id=356&fbclid=IwAR34NYgg7yYEyaCAegF6_r4w_b6xFLJxnOt0Bb
pqfMn36uO1dML92VXbL4o ; 
 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jan/06/why-irish-data-centre-boom-complicating-climate-
efforts?fbclid=IwAR1-GqnWyxRJqfrq8OWpPp1u0Jwpp2tu8cXqddICEV9TKSBOKUazBPp6W5w ;  

 



 
https://www.fastcompany.com/90171268/internet_impact_visualized?fbclid=IwAR19iGL9jJ8yqFiNQ_qBw3mHe8UpiHQ0H
Lao3Wn-e-I2FIRv2kl_8QjuWEg ;  
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/business/batteries/graphite-mining-pollution-in-
china/?fbclid=IwAR0ZtjYwm4cKgn60pM6FCGLO_dYEIWWJS1caCnHnPLGt6xw2X9iFlwjbjSk ; 
https://www.wired.com/story/denmarks-carbon-footprint-is-set-to-balloonblame-big-
tech/?fbclid=IwAR0hEFqnzEq2LNM3qiVJ2Tb2fCpJwtFqrpPMSOLcXhJy8FUY_MzWeAs2wqg ;  
http://pdf.wri.org/weight_of_nations.pdf?fbclid=IwAR223iVLy6FEEAs1DIqia_fqvrTRm4y-Hl0e4aP-PeKVsrODj59JX2DzcQM ; 
https://www.counterpunch.org/2012/03/23/the-myth-of-the-knowledge-
economy/?fbclid=IwAR3au66YTMhUp3UxHnJMUu9HZ8kyCT0eSaOaDGudpVgF-UM51-0CMK-ejQ0 ;  
Also on the ‘new economy’ and its successor ‘the sharing economy’: 
https://thenewpress.com/books/after-new-economy  
https://grist.org/politics/the-sharing-economy-is-bullsht-heres-how-we-can-take-it-back/?fbclid=IwAR1QgIps_xxMai_nKw-
lD8eRC5TWnqi-FjYVAFwxrlzICKmXIozcOCjwaLE  
https://www.counterpunch.org/2014/05/28/the-downside-of-the-sharing-
economy/?fbclid=IwAR10443VsHXLwXmWEj0EEFt0KBlkApgOEejstNrkbvz5onnXkAKm42DeuYo  
Some case studies of particular ‘new economy’ goods and services: 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/shortcuts/2019/nov/26/pointless-emails-theyre-not-just-irritating-they-have-a-
massive-carbon-footprint?fbclid=IwAR2KqQHNAGs93hXo2VpJf5HcZS_HRP9ZAynGbP3wjhvB7aEFgWbHyAdUMu0  
https://www.dw.com/en/is-netflix-bad-for-the-environment-how-streaming-video-contributes-to-climate-change/a-
49556716-0?fbclid=IwAR1kCNbqT34XYSlfL0AIbbGX5cHVYkc60d-Dtq7YOWWkM2G4K_KFBhQGBKU ; 
https://www.ecowatch.com/smartphones-heating-up-the-planet-
2553238059.html?utm_source=EcoWatch+List&utm_campaign=8b8da98293-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_49c7d43dc9-8b8da98293-
86026097&fbclid=IwAR3N68JyBUySFjZnswz0HyW8Vf0Fw5ksAKQasOEfpgGsudAuISafX8p0YoU ; 
https://www.dw.com/en/is-netflix-bad-for-the-environment-how-streaming-video-contributes-to-climate-change/a-
49556716-0?fbclid=IwAR0zEf4fz68yDS4FzxmbX42DrlgLrtLe5BhXjM3lY3b7aWSFqElwwszd1Do ;  
https://www.businessgreen.com/news/3073816/environmental-impact-of-listening-to-music-higher-than-ever-before-
study-finds  
https://www.salon.com/control/2013/07/30/amazon_is_everything_wrong_with_our_new_economy/?fbclid=IwAR05Csu
Mnqjn-kol0_UrbvKOgKuo-igjYskkSmGNmxiQ2OudLNlNcwD5Xko  
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781250135087  
The streaming service Netflix’s global energy consumption increased by 84% in 2019 to a total of 451,000 megawatt hours. 
That is enough to power 40,000 average US homes for a year. Aaccording to a study by the Shift Project, a Paris-based 
thinktank, transmitting and viewing online video generate nearly 1% of global carbon emissions 
https://theshiftproject.org/…/Lean-ICT-Report_The-Shift-Pro… ) Meanwhile, a study from the universities of Glasgow and 
Oslo reported that streaming music has led to “significantly higher carbon emissions than at any previous point in the 
history of music”. https://theshiftproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Lean-ICT-Report_The-Shift-Project_2019.pdf ) 
On the notion that cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin offer a free lunch: 
https://grist.org/article/bitcoins-energy-use-got-studied-and-you-libertarian-nerds-look-even-worse-than-
usual/?utm_source=EHN&utm_campaign=da1e80eeee-
RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8573f35474-da1e80eeee-99032001&fbclid=IwAR1yeDPD-
fFTGHrKGWScwA9oC9RW7SrSBu_kqLSw0RNCq7a7ULhuO3krCP0 ; https://www.treehugger.com/energy-policy/bitcoin-
mining-using-much-power-5699560-american-
households.html?fbclid=IwAR2HUSei_T4iyedehu7W6f23Ish7NphZWa7OKKFZrYoUHG65Ubdw9U3mcYI  
xiv 
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6468/950.full?fbclid=IwAR3Hbf2pnPjFAsQbPbWgv_1jc0cxgWFe5lR_6g8KelE
Mg3IVBIyWzcZx1zw ; https://www.resilience.org/stories/2019-07-26/decoupling-is-dead-long-live-
degrowth/?fbclid=IwAR3IHW_6ygkPT8dR7Hj1Jn3owRwW5Tu-7rAnj9A_kQ_eAOrjaaS5aL9aVC8 ; 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13563467.2019.1598964 ; 
https://www.ineteconomics.org/uploads/papers/WP_84.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0FXzWMUDGyEMPHw5bIcoKVMqJ7Q6GX_EukX
HtLYzHzngeMScv7f5e19TE ; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4443380/?fbclid=IwAR2PksS5hiI5-JI4nyFB-
MqTnhGEhmBzyWXvKu99WowpAS9StOHCdfqPRKM ; https://spectrum.ieee.org/energy/environment/a-critical-look-at-
claims-for-green-technologies?fbclid=IwAR1Nj5h5NvH5eVr1JRd3AYMbWF81BrElcBQclABiM9nfjXbuv1utSkXpJkA ; 
https://undisciplinedenvironments.org/2016/05/10/decoupling-a-dangerous-
fantasy/?fbclid=IwAR3nQh5XzWe2C9CIogr2pnMjXE3wfTMmxg5brqTmQXH54CWvOuecxRK4s1E/ ; 
http://thesimplerway.info/DECOUPLING.htm?fbclid=IwAR3pRI0d5lV9RLC4Vq38hEj6FOaQNBixymCfPGE5oK_OUNLjnKRqkrp
CYDc ; https://mpra.ub.uni-
muenchen.de/20870/1/MPRA_paper_20870.pdf?fbclid=IwAR3KbeXJEFibn24pwWsXqirxVT9oOlYhYEybng9LWxmr8ss_oG_p
ZwMpdsA ;  https://theconversation.com/the-decoupling-delusion-rethinking-growth-and-sustainability-
71996?fbclid=IwAR0pcTxiDNohtrxf8QQlNebda9eNuUPX4EKfBWz-zv8EXzCvAPZfeKmotyA ; 
https://zielonygrzyb.wordpress.com/2013/05/15/the-myth-of-
decoupling/?fbclid=IwAR06HQY7u3afTpKe5CLfl8X_wEDW8FCWoujh3tlbLFs4XWlP1joOyMQ9Oeo ;  



 
https://gardenearth.blogspot.com/2018/11/instead-of-decoupling-we-need-
recoupling.html?fbclid=IwAR1C_g24S8B7N71gaEuuerGJukZlBBuA1aQqsEjG914TblDPeXukrLZa4Fk ; 
xv The first and especially the second law of thermodynamics makes that so but entropy cannot be cheated. 
xvi Eg https://grist.org/article/renewable-energy-portfolio-standards-maryland-garbage-
incineration/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=weekly&utm_content=the-stinkiest-dirtiest-
nastiest-renewable-energy-you-never-heard-
of%3Futm_medium%3Demail&fbclid=IwAR1LvhTtd3Pazvv_YJgezO5ImxyfpwrVZ51H7fMbNMXn_W3JV8kjQc5viRs  
xvii http://www.greens.org/s-r/47/47-05.html?fbclid=IwAR2eDiw4m3WqpijpfIunVB3i-cHZS70QbY-
EhzjE8083JFqjmZ7kPOWh3Dk ; https://www.alternet.org/2013/06/efficiency-sustains-broken-system/ ; 
http://sustainablelifestyles.ac.uk/sites/default/files/publicationsdocs/slrg_working_paper_01-12.pdf ; 
http://programme.leipzig.degrowth.org/en/degrowth2014/public/events/74 ; 
https://eponline.com/articles/2019/08/16/energy-efficiency-efforts-suffer-the-rebound-effect.aspx ; 
https://ourworld.unu.edu/en/could-the-rebound-effect-undermine-climate-efforts  
xviii https://steadystate.org/discover/definition/  
xix https://www.footprintnetwork.org  
xx https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jan/29/climate-targets-committee-on-climate-change-report ; 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/mar/22/ukmiss-almost-all-2020-nature-targets-official-report-admits ; 
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jan/09/2020-wheres-paradise-politicians-promised ;  
xxi Some examples are spotlighted here: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jan/09/2020-wheres-
paradise-politicians-promised Given that in the 2019 General Election there was much made of tree planting targets, see: 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/13/tree-planting-in-england-falls-72-short-of-government-target 
Note also: https://theconversation.com/new-net-zero-emissions-target-wont-end-uks-contribution-to-global-warming-
heres-why-116386 But businesses are also to targets that do not translate into corresponding action eg 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/sep/24/most-of-worlds-biggest-firms-unlikely-to-meet-paris-climate-
targets and https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/transport-pollution-greenhouse-gas-emissions-cars-climate-
change-global-warming-a8763961.html This applies on other fronts as well eg 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jan/17/biggest-food-brands-failing-goals-to-banish-palm-oil-
deforestation  
xxii https://www.littlebrown.co.uk/titles/david-boyle/tickbox/9781408711866/  
xxiii Eg https://humanisticsystems.com/2013/07/02/target-culture-lessons-in-unintended-consequences/ Examples abound 
of the failures of excessive use of targets in the police, education and health services.  
xxiv https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/apr/25/uks-creative-carbon-accounting-breaches-climate-deal-say-
critics For some case studies, see: 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315759528_Cities'_Greenhouse_Gas_Accounting_Methods_A_Study_of_Helsi
nki_Stockholm_and_Copenhagen See also: https://ghgprotocol.org/greenhouse-gas-protocol-accounting-reporting-
standard-cities  
xxv There is a huge variety of examples eg https://inews.co.uk/news/consumer/supermarkets-plastic-packaging-how-
much-2018-aldi-lidl-asda-morrisons-tesco-1326359 ; Growing	SUV	and	pickup	sales	are	cancelling	out	emission	
savings	from	electric	cars ;  https://theecologist.org/2019/oct/30/new-laws-stop-peat-burning 
Despite much exhortation, houses are still being built on a large scale on flood plains eg 
https://www.ft.com/content/5480cd42-1a74-11ea-97df-cc63de1d73f4?fbclid=IwAR2IhNRpjsvde_zJmEmKGoDr88mb-
iQipDzJMGu9BjTQUWa9vQlVAuAVjCk  
xxvi Smart meters are an interesting example of the gap between high hopes and low outcomes eg It must be stressed to 
that the so-called ‘voluntary approach’ (and the notion of ‘nudges’)  has comprehensively failed eg https://www.energy-
reporters.com/consumption/smart-meters-rollout-a-flop-study/  
xxvii https://greenscissors.com  
xxviii https://www.carbonfootprint.com and https://www.carbontrust.com/resources/guides/carbon-footprinting-and-
reporting/carbon-footprinting/  
xxix Some of the most polluted places on Earth are created by neodymium production, an element in many magnets such as 
used in ‘low-carbon’ wind turbines and ‘smart’ gadgetry such as mobile phones. See, for example: 
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20150402-the-worst-place-on-earth  
xxx https://www.treehugger.com/renewable-energy/why-choosing-solar-panels-or-hybrid-car-has-more-impact-you-
think.html?utm_source=TreeHugger+Newsletters&utm_campaign=1b926cbc74-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_11_16_2018_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_32de41485d-1b926cbc74-243865541  
xxxi http://northerncorrespondent.com/2015/12/03/land-grab/  
xxxii Newcastle is, however, far from alone: https://www.theguardian.com/money/2017/mar/11/why-are-britains-new-
homes-built-so-badly  
xxxiii https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-tyne-46756811  
xxxiv Perhaps the most notorious was the plan for a ‘mega-roundabout at the Blue House, mercifully withdrawn due to 
public protests. The widening of the A1 is however going ahead. We acknowledge that some schemes such as the traffic 
curbing around the Central Station have their merits as do some traffic calming measures around the suburbs.. More road 
traffic will, however, overwhelm, the best of schemes 



 
xxxv Generally, they fit this pattern: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-51179688 See also: 
http://www.transportfornewhomes.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/transport-for-new-homes-summary-web.pdf  
xxxvi https://www.getintonewcastle.co.uk/city-info/alive-after-five  
xxxvii Compare Newcastle to the following: https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/nottingham-carbon-
neutral-climate-change-global-warming-emissions-a9287851.html ; 
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/europeangreencapital/winning-cities/2015-bristol/ ; 
https://www.glasgow.gov.uk/article/25066/Council-Sets-Target-Of-Carbon-Neutral-Glasgow-by-2030  
It might be remembered that Newcastle was picked by the Forum for the Future in 2010 as Britain’s “greenest” city. Close 
scrutiny of that assessment shows that the judgement was badly distorted by the ‘windfall’ plus of the Town Moor, 
counted as an almost unique area of green space close near tot the heart of the city. In reality the Moor has shrunk and 
shrunk since its creation and what remains could be considered ecologically rather poverty-stricken. 
xxxviii https://www.newcastle.gov.uk/sites/default/files/2019-
08/Development%20Framework%20xx2019_August22%20%28Flattened%29.pdf  
xxxix https://www.newcastle.gov.uk/renewcastle/project/barras-bridge-including-st-marys-place  
xl https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/blackett-street-city-centre-vision-17547535 The city centres 
needs a scheme like this: https://www.visitljubljana.com/en/visitors/travel-information/getting-around/kavalir-getting-
around-the-city-centre-by-electric-car/ With that in place the pedestrianised area could and should be extended to north 
Pilgrim Street. It might be remembered that stores such as the big department store Fenwick predicted disaster when 
Northumberland Street was pedestrianised. It turned out to be a major improvement. Fenwick even threatened to leave 
the city. It is still there. 
xli https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/disused-tower-block-near-regent-15700023  
xlii See also: https://www.ncl.ac.uk/sustainable-campus/ Northumbria University's campus has similarly been much 
improved: more planting and much easier access for wheelchairs. 
xliii That include the council, epitomised by the (failed) ’Going for Growth’ strategy as well as the current Core Strategy 
which explicitly welcomes a bigger Newcastle, both in terms of population and the spread of the built environment. It also 
applies to NE1 and NELEP (see: https://www.newcastlene1ltd.com/about-us and https://www.northeastlep.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2019/03/nel404-sep-refresh-2018-web-new-final.pdf  Programmes such as Going for Growth were 
powerfully critiqued here: https://www.annaminton.com/groundcontrol See also: 
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2000/sep/13/regeneration.socialexclusion  
xliv https://ea1e70a8-849a-494a-8be5-81cfede71ddd.filesusr.com/ugd/e87dab_c893a52a18624acdb94472869d942a09.pdf  
xlv https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/586541/the-uninhabitable-earth-by-david-wallace-wells/  


